
Decision 
Stories



How to use the cards

Choose a story to read and think about these questions.

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT What is the story about? 

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT Who is in the story?

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT Who is the Decision Maker?

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT What is the decision?

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT What does the Decision Maker want to do?

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT What is the Decision Maker feeling?

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT Where can the Decision Maker get more information?

ARROW-CIRCLE-RIGHT How will the Decision Maker know what is best?





Millie has a new boyfriend.

They live far away from each other.

They want to see each other more.

But Millie’s mum thinks they are just friends. 

Mum does not know it is a love relationship.

What could Millie do next?





Nicole lives by herself in her own place.

She feels lonely.

Something needs to change.

She really likes animals.

Nicole would like to get a pet.

What could Nicole do next?





Aldo’s doctor says Aldo needs tablets to help his heart.

Aldo is scared to take tablets.

He asks the doctor how the tablets will make him feel. 

The doctor tells Aldo to just take them.

What could Aldo do next?





Asha and Mike are in love.

They have been together for 3 years and want to get married.

Asha’s dad tells her people with a disability should not  
get married.

What could Asha and Mike  
do next?





Sam walks to the shops on Monday.

Sometimes there are bullies at the shops.

They say rude things and tell Sam to give them money. 

Sam feels scared and gives them money. 

The bullies say to Sam do not tell anyone.

What could Sam do next?





Michelle does many things;

• she studies at TAFE

• she has a part time job at the coffee van

• she looks after her home 

Michelle starts to feel like it is too much.

What could Michelle do next?





Charlie works at a factory.

It is the same thing every day.

Charlie wonders what other jobs are like.

His brother David works in an office.

Charlie would like to try an office job.

What could Charlie do next?





Every year Anika goes on holiday.

She goes to the city with her family.

Her friends go to different places.

Anika thinks going to different places sounds fun.

What could Anika do next?





Peter lives in Adelaide with his mum.

He has a job and good friends.

Peter’s father asks him to come live in Sydney with him.

Peter wants a change but feels scared.

What could Peter do next?


